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CSM banners placed on Macey
over 49ers
by Tbm Joaes

project, he stated "It was designed; they
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had curtain hooks [to hold the banners to

Banners bearing the initials of the the building] and rolled [the banners]
Colorado School of Mines were placed down the edge. Hiey had it measured.
over the solar panels sometime earfy [The banners] had duct tape reinforce
ment and wind holes...." He added that
Friday morning o£49ers.
The banners were visible during the 'hT and 'M'later painted on the 'C
most of the day's 49ers activities. They banner with fluorescent paint was the
are apparently in retaJiation from the

action of fellow Macey employee Dave

Spring Fling of 1990, when Ifech students

Thurston, although only after a padlock
placed by the vandals on the inside hatch

flanked the "M" on CSM's mountain
near Golden with an "N" and a "T"
The Vice—President of CSM's

student government stated that, while he
was not absolutely certain who had made
and placed the banners, he had a "few

to the roof was removed.

Tfech's Dean of Students Frank
Etscom called the banners "a neat

WgSan

stunt... It looks like we've got a little
rivalry going." Tbch Vice—President for

Academic Affairs Carl Popp stated that
KarJ Tonander, an employee of he had taken some photos for his
Macey Center, stated that the people personal scrapbook. And Tbch President
who somehow got to the roof "knew Laurence Lattman staled that, since
exactly what they were doing." It is Macey Center was not damaged, the
possible that the persons with the banners were"a clever college prank."
good ideas about who it was."

banners either scaled the outside of the
structure, or hid inside until after the

building was closed. Concerning the

The CSM banners with added MM

remained up for most of the day, until
strong winds tore them apart.

December graduates will probably
receive diplomas in March

In search of thePorphyry

meet to approve the list of graduates

by "Ibra Jooes
TAYDIRT STAFF RETOKTER

: -uniUtbethirdweekofMaTch. ..

Students graduating at the end of

According to the Registrar, diplo
mas are mailed out within a few days

this semester are not expected to be sent after the Regents approve the list.
diplomas until March of next year,
according to Tfech's Registrar, Joyce

December graduates have the op
tion of being mailed their diplomas when
Aguilar.
they are first approved, or waiting until
The delay has for maiqr years the Graduation ceremony the following
affected those graduating in December, May and receivirg it there.

and stems from the meeting schedules of
Tech agencies, not printing time. The list

Dr. Popp, Vice-President for Aca
demic Affairs, stated that he doesn't

of graduates must be proposed and think many students are inconvenienced
approved by the Faculty Council, and

by the delay; of those who elect to have

then approved by the Board of Regents.

their diplomas mailed,"many just end up

The Faculty Ckmndi meets the first

Tbesday of each month,except the group

on a bookshell"

The delay also should not affect

does not meet in January because the graduates' job-hunting or graduate
first Tbesday is during the winter break. school activities; their transcripts state
Thus, Council cannot provide the list to that all requirements for graduation
the Regents until after the first Iliesday have been completed. The official
approval by the Regents is mostly a
in February.
formality; Dr. Popp stated that he cannot
The Regents generally meet on the remember a student being denied
third Hiesday of each month during the graduation after completing ail require
school year, except during the state ments.

, V. . .

byAnne Cfedcrgren
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Anyone who was here at Tfech a

decade or more ago may remember a
publication by the name of the Porphyry
that came out once a year about

buildings that served as housing from
about 1977 to 1981,or about the time the
present Baca HaO and the new Driscoll
Hall were builL

Memories of these and other everts

and places in Tfech's histoiy exist in many

commencement time. For those of us
who were not here and those unfamiliar

old editions of the Porphyry in both the

with Tfech's history, the Porphyry was

Collections and archives, and the Alum

Tfech's yearbook or annual. ThG I^rphyry
was in continuous publication from
about 1926 to 1981; then publication

ni Office. But a whole decade of Tech's

New Mexico Tfech library's Special

history exists only in back issues of

Rydirt and its infrequently published

predecessor. What happened to the
Like all yearbooks, the Porphyry _ Prorphyry, and why doesn't it exist today?
chronicled the school year in a lasting The SA had a contract with a photogra
and memorable way. There were pher to take pictures for the yearbook.
pictures of students, faculty, and activi The contract wm cancelled when the
ties such as 49ers, though back in the photographer st^ed work without SA
ceased.

dance than the three and a half day bash

approval. The subjea of bringing
Porphyry back was brought up a few years

it is now. St. Pat's was an initiation rite
for underclassmen and a semi-formal

it at the time.

dance in the 1950's, long before the
green spray paint and streaking that led

change much from year to year, but

to its recent Ijanishment. There was also

people do change every year. How are

1920's, 49ers was more of an annual

ago, but no one was interested in running
Some things, like 49ers, don't

legislative session. In even years,
May graduates are not affected by an intriguing-sounding Flunk and Forget we going to remember what we-did years
including next Spring, the legislative the approval process, as the Faculty Dance. (I wonder if we could resurrect fromnow? Wiliwejust blend into all the
session lasts 30 days, unless the Gover

Coun^ and Board of Regents usually that one?)

nor calls a special session. (In odd years, schedule meetings specifically so the list
the legislative session lasts at least 60 of graduates can be approved in the few

days.) The session begins January 21 this days after final exams are completed and
year, and thus the Regents might not before graduation.

If you have heard rumors of a
"U-Hair, they're true. See the 1981 or

other classes or distinguish ourselves?
This reporter thinks Tfech could use a
yearbook again, even a smaU one, so

earlier editions of Porphyry for proof.
U-HaD was a group of temporary

tomorrow's memories.

today's events can be remembered as

UNM medical school recieves award
Universiw of New Mexico

PRE^PPTPASE

an Assistant Professor with the Depart

A University of New Mexico School

ment of Medicine.

He also does

been

research work with the Tbmor Registry,

awarded a Junior Faculty Research

which is located in the UNM Cancer

Award presented by the American
Cancer Society. The $86,000 grant will

38 in the country iat received the

support Dr. Thomas M. Becker's re

award.

.of Medicine

researcher

search on ceivica} dyxplada

has

Center. His research project was one of

The research involves examining

■. Becker, who h^ been with the possible risk ^ors, such as poor diet
be contribntbig
UNM School of Medicine for 5 years, is and infections, that

to the high incidence of cervical
dysplasia in New Mexico women.

be changed or altered before cervical

cellular abnormalities begin."
The American Cancer Society is the
Cervical cty^lasia occurs when

abnormal cells form on the cervix. The
condition can lead to cancer.
"In New Mexico, invasive cervical

cancer is more common in minority
women than Anglo women," Becker

^ nationwide community-based voluntary

Health Organization in New Mexko.

Hie society is dedicated to eliminating

cancer as a major health problem by
preventing cancer, saving lives from

said. "We need to be able to identify cancer, and diminishiiif suffering from
factors that relate to the develt^ment of cancer through researoh, edncatkm,
the disease in hc^es that such factors can advoca^ and service.

The life and times of the SA Senate

One-percent to art yields
interesting combinations
by Jason Coder
PAVniRT STAFF RRPORTER

by Eric Wagoner
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ist approach to a floral arrangement of

The SA Senate had its last meeting
on the evening of November 4. at 7:00pm

some sort, producing a visually un
appealing painting. "Reacquaintance

important item on the agenda was the

New Mexico stale law requires that with Quarai", an ink and watercolor
one percent of the total cost of a building piece is a visually incoherent painting of
built with state funds be spent or artistic a pueblo, or possibly a ruined pueblo, as
projects. The new library here at Tech it is very difficult to tell from the painting

was constructed using state funds, and

spent the majority of the prescribed art
funds on paintings, with two notable
exceptions.

Most of the art work in the new

installation of four new Senators: Bobby
Kehrman, Nik Chawla, Joe Dineen, and

dance will be November 23. and will

feature Tech's own Razor. Also, the
Food Committee is having its next
meeting at 2:30pm on Friday, November
15. Chris Manspeaker of the Campus
Space Committee gave a report on the

Glenn LaVigne. Bobby's term will run

recent P-Plant activities and the Recycl

until next Fall, but the terms of the other

ing Committee gave its final report and
was then disbanded.

There are two works of art in the

three Senators will expire at the end of
next Spring. Unfortunately, due to the

main stairwell. One,"Maze Anasazi", is

low number of current Senators, a

Under new business, an amendment
which allow Honor Societies to receive

a two tone maze, and nothing else. If this
was an attempt at an "Escher type" piece

second round ot eiccuons will be held on

SA funding was discussed. Although

which it is.

library is concentrated on the third floor, that was discussed after an original
and it is here that the first notable

in the SAC Conference Room. The most

— $1,200 was taken in. The Dance
Committee announced that the next

Escher

was

determine

to

be

too

exception to the paintings is located. expensive,it fails utterly. The work looks

Hung on the wall in the reading room is like it was taken from a puzzle activity

a huge burro's head entitled "Miner's book. The other option for it would be an
Friend". The head is constructed out of extremely difficult jigsaw puzzle."Maze"

papiennache, and various other objects comes nowhere close to Escheris mastery

related to Tech. A burro may be a miner's
best friend, but a huge bust of one made

Thursday, November 14. The deadline some rather violent discussion ensued,
has passed for declaration of candidacy, nothing was decided at that meeting. It
but the possibility exists for yet another will come up again at the next meeting.
Rather lengthy discussion followed a
special election.
motion to remove Phil Jones from the

SA President, Tom Jones began the
meeting with a few aimouncements. He

Senate for attendance violations, but he

stated that the Associated Students of
New Mexico would meet on Tfech

taken.

Campus on November 23. Tom also

previous meeting, Stephan Caldwell was

walked in right before the vote was
The motion failed.

At the

of line, form, or symmetry. The other
painting in the stairwell is not titled,
essentially out of garbage certainly does except for the plaque "WPA Federal Art
not enhance the atmosphere of the Project". It is an oil painting of a
reading room at all. Also there is nothing mountain scene, but it appears fuzzy,
to protect the head from environmental, like the artist was painting without his

announced that he and Vice-President

ousted for the same reason.

Amy Koemer are part of the Institute
Senate's Campus Life Committee, which

the evening of November 18 at 7:00pm in

glasses.
The main floor of the libraty has

report as a whole. Among the highlights:
49ers coordinator. Randy Jensen, re
ported that $15,000 was spent for this

another "WPA Federal Art Projert".
"Covey" is a watercolor of quails near a

semester's celebration, and about $1,100

accidental, or intentional damage.

The rest of the art work in the

reading room is a collection of paintings, two paintings, "San Pedro Covey", and

and surprisingly it's all good. "Sacred

Datura Lily" provides a different theme

than the rest of the paintings in the
room, concenfrating on a single plant
instead of an entire scene as the rest of

the paintings. The rest of the paintings
ail focus on outdoor New Mexican
scenery, with the assortment of moun

tains, windmills,scrub brush, and Barbed
wire fences. "Road to Somewhere"

features a nanow dirt track road winding
between low rolling hills, and accurately
conveys the atmosphere of being some
where in the vast New Mexican wilder
ness.

Outside the reading; room the
paintings tended to become more

abstract in nature, with the exception of
a watercolor entitled "Rock and Sand",

which featured two quails near a large
rock."Rock and Sand" and "Cancel the
Raindance", an abstract watercolor of a

thundentorm and mountain, are the

only two other paintings worth seeing on
this floor. "Kini-Na-E-Kai" is an
extremely bland watercolor of a ruined

fence and a pueblo, and features a nice
blending of colors and shades. "Art
Project" is an oil painting of a pueblo,

mountain, and shrubbery. It appears to
have been painted with a wide brush,

basement came much closer to being art,

a large illustrated map of China.
Above each of the exterior doors of

the library hangs a piece of explosive art
work, metal shaped by small directed
explosions. TWo out of the three of them

look exactly like what they are, blown up
metal. The third one achieves a much

pueblo. The lack of contrast in the

painting causes the subject to fade into
the dull tan of the background. "Indian

the library worth it? It appears so,

Summer" looks like the artist was

although unquestionably some of the
less appealing art was among the most

fire."Floral Windows" is a pseudo-cub

by Denise Monette

expensive.

An aquifer is an underground soil
medium that .ttores and transmits water.

The characteristics of an aquifer are its
Groundwater samplers developed storage capacity and ability to transmit
at New Mexico Tech are helping groundwater.
scientists investigate new, three-dimen
The traditional methods used 6to
sional (3-D) methods of determining tfiest groundwater pressure are two-di
aquifer characteristics.
mensional. Chen explains that the
The samplers allow researchers to two-dimensional methods only deal with
take water pressure data form at least groundwater pressure in the horizontal

Options and minors are not
printed on diplomas
bylbm Jooes
PAYPrRT STAFF REPORTER

according to Joyce AguUar,- Tbch Regis

Academic Affain Carl Popp both stated

Options and minors are also not
listed in the graduation program, and
graduates' names are called only by
major.
Until recently, both the diploma
and program listed the full degree
program, including options, but the long

that the absence of options on the
diploma should have little effect on

names simply became unwieldy, espedaJly for students with multiple majors
and options. With options like Computer

graduates; "You don't go job-hunting
with a diploma." Transcripts list the fuU

degree awarded to each graduate.
Students with complaints, ques
tions, or concerns about diplomas or any
other part of the graduation process can
contact the Registrar's office in Brown
Hall, -5133.
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characteristics of groundwater flow and
The purpose of Chen's project, tran^rt problems and a more accurate
"Three-Dimensional Pump Tfests for database for other researchers. Chen
Determining Aquifer Permeability Ani- also mentions that the developed site at
sotropy," is to find a 3-D way to estimate Sevilleta could be used for further
studies by other researchers.
an aquifer's hydrauiicproperties.

Glenn LaVlgne

Nik Chawla

direction.

to provide a better understanding of 3-D

Hacty Woolen
Leann Giebter

Stephen Smoogen

also measure pressure in the vertical

Dr. Chia-Shyun Chen, an associate problem there are insufficient data to
professor of hydrolo©' at New Mexico validate the adequacy of those methods.
Through his research Chen expects
Tbch, is guiding the research project at

(505)835-5996

Staff Columnist

direction while the 3-D method would

that there are too may theoretic^
methods of investigating groundwater

Socorro NM 87801

Staff Columnist

take groundwater samples, which reveal
water quality, from 18 depths. Tliis
method signiEcantly reduces the number
of bore-hole drillings at the site, keeping

The other problem with traditional.
testing procedures,according to Chen,is

Box GG,Campus Station

The official newspaper of the New Mexico Institute of Mining and TfechnoJo©'

seven depths using one bore-hole. At the

20 miles north of Socorro.

Ms.'Agullar and Vice-resident for

trar.

same time, the same bore-hole is used to

the Sevilleta National Wildlife Refuge,

Science's "Scientific Applications Pro
gramming" and Physics' "Environmen

tal Science," the diplomas of students
Graduating students with options or with multiple majors became cluttered
minors to their degrees will find that with the lone., descriptions of their
their diplomas list merely their majors, degrees.

Staff Reporter
Staff Reporter
Staff Reporter
Staff Reporter

the research costs low.

sure to be on the agenda is Honor
Society funding, so if you want to get in
on the debate, or just check-and see what
the Senate's all about, stop by. At least
you'll have a chance to win a clcxjr prize.

All in all was the art purchased for

Dr. Chen researches aquifers
PUBLIC INFORMATION OFFICE

The SA Committees had little to

thus there is not a lot of detail. "Art

better sense of balance and form.

painting two flowers while they were on

the SAC Conference Room. An item

has begun to meet.

Project" looks like it could have been

done by some one trying to imitate the
"Joy of Oil Painting" guy on PBS.
Thebasement of the library has only
one true painting. It is a large unlitled
abstract This one looks.like the type of
painting a person would buy at a swap
meet to cover a large hole in a wall. The
other object hanging on a wall in the

The next SA meeting will be held on

Paydirt is published approximately every three weeks during the spring and fail

semesters, with most issues being distributed on Tuesdays. Copies are
distributed free-of-charge to all on-campus student and faculty mailboxes, and to

most on-campus offices, with addition^ copies available in the Student Union, ,

Student Services Office, Library, and certain other locations in town. Mail

subscriptions are available for $8.50 per academic year, domestic United States

mail. Unsolicited articles, photos, drawings, ideas, and commentary are happily
accepted, although the editorial staff reserves all rights pertaining to what is
printed. Refer to Lenen policy, ftiyrffrr is financed by Student Association funds
and advertising revenue. Individuals interested in ihiydirt employment should
contact the Editor-in-Chief. Opinions expressed in Paydirt are solely those of the
author, and unsigned editorials are the opinion of the editor-in-chief, and not
necessarily anybody else.
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P-P'I'il'rP"'-' HAPPY THANKSGIVING
by Jason Coder

CAMPUS POUCE CPRRESPONDEWr

Physical Plant has been fairly busy

THESE^ GREAT

since the last time this column was

written. Shortly after the deadline.
P-Plant inflated the dome over the

!!

CLIP & SAVE THESE CAMPUS DINING

pool, this was foUowed by a rapid
deflation as a large tear developed in

COUPONS. GOOD THRU 12/15/91

the north side of the dome. The dome

has been patched, however, and is
quite useable.

TWo of the four new boilers next to,

Fitch have been brought oniine. The

6 INCH

FRENCH

BREAD

PIZZA JUST 5,99

regulator on the gas main has to be
changed before the other two will be

ADD

activated, as the current regulator does

GO SOLO!
SOLO
PIZZA

TOPPINGS

FOR ONLY $.15

not allow sufficient gas input to run all

EACH! I

four of the boilers.

The remodelling of the old library
continues, with the carpeting and pad

^ <^$1.19!!

One/Vi si t

Expires

12/15/91

ONE PER VISIT/GOOD THRU DECEMBER 1S.I99I

ding having been torn out. Construc

tion on the chiller plant next to the
Print Plant is also ongoing.
And speaking of chills, the heat

has been switched on around campus.
This is normally done at '49ers, but

since there was unseasonably warm

CANTEEN
ITZA!

weather at the time, the conversion was
not made. After the arrival of the
current cold front, the heat was

switched on, although not before some

students had a couple of chilly nights'
sleep.

JUST

O Jounce ^ 7Q

JAdDRlNK

<Jjm/^

OSE PER VISIT

EXPIRES 12115191

Landscaping is being done to te

& A LARGE DRINK--

GIBT
ra

¥001
A

THE

DMM]^

GIOW=I]M=
DAK

COFH

AT NO EXTRA CHARGE!!

ONE PER ORDER

EXPIRES 12/15/91

southeast of the new library, including
sprinkler installation and sod.

LARGE
COFFEE

A sidewalk has been added to the

northwest comer of the SAC, allowing
direct acess from the doors to the road

in front of Workman. At the same time

the sidewalk leading from the same

leghdrnS

doors to the north—west was replaced.

southern Fried chicken

iDRIlW ONLY

The Centennial Fountain has been

shut down for the winter to prevent
frozen pipe damage... Physical Plant is
considering replastering several of the

older buildings on campus in order to
match the color of new library. Anyone

5 peices just $3.99!

\^$.59

one per visit, expires december IS, ]99\

ONE PER

IN THE

CANTEEN

VISIT/EXP

12/15/91

having a suggestion, opinion, or com
ment on the replastering, or any other

area that P-Plant is responsible for

should drop a line to; Paydirt, Attn.
Physical Plant Correspondent, Box GO
QS. Answers wtil be provided in the

next column,space permitting.

Gainsville man
receives life
sentence

GOOD MORNING!

CANTEEN ONLY!!

START YOUR DAY WITH
A MUFFIN & 8oz COFFEE

™" 89 cents
THE
CANTEEN!

2 BURGERS
one per visit
expires

12/15/91

FOR $2.22!

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

PRESS RELEASE
A judge has sentenced the prime

WOKERY ON THE

suspect in the GainesviJIe murders to
three consecutive life sentences plus

170 years in prison for a crime spree in
Tkmpa involving robbety, burglary and
assaulting police officers.

The crimes occurred days after the
student serial killings.
Danny Rolling, 37, received the
stiff sentence because he is considered

a "habitual violent felony offender."
He has five prior robbery convictions in
Georgia, Alabama,and Mississippi

LET CAMPUS DINING COOK THANKSGIVING DINNER

FOR YOU!

Rum

Chinese food—fast,
fresh & easy on
your budget!!

[

bank.

Shreveport, Louisiana, his hometown.

or 5806

$27.80

ALMOND CHICKEN,

TO ORDER

Sweet Potatoes
2 Dozen Rolls

2 PvcBpkin Pies

Served In our to-go carton with:
STEAMED RICE
CHOPSTICKS

and

FORTUNE COOKIE

$1.99!

ROAST TURKEY WFTH DRESSING AND GRAVY
10 - 12 lb. (jerTH 10 - 12 people) St*.>9
20. 24 lb. (Mrree 12 - 18 people) $2f.»9
Abe nvftibble ire fresb baknr itemst
Fresh FphU Pies

(Apple & Pumpkin

to convene in November to consider

in Gainesville last August. Rolling is
also a suspect in a triple—slaying in

Pompku) Pie

20 ■ 24 lb. Tarkej
Dressing Sc. graej

MONGOLIAN BEEF,

A federal grand jury is scheduled
charges in the slayings of five students

835-5111,
5103,

TO ORDER

CASHEW CHICKEN

small town near Gainesville.

Now, Rolling faces yet another
robbery charge involving a Gainesville

call

Dressinf Se Grsvr
5we«( PgtAio«4
1 1/2 Dozeo Rolls

or 5806

Featuring: SWEET & SOUR PORK,

1

10 • 12 tb. Tnrktr

call

835-5111,
5103,

In addition, Roiiing is already
serving a life sentence for the robbery
of ? Tocery store in Ocala, Florida, a

OUR MEtfV:
COMPLETE DINNER

$2,500, Chcrrr & PiMb

HeoMStTrlt French Bread
Din».r Rallf

CA^^^EEN ONLY, MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

S3.25enl
<A

.

t.
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OPINION
Editorials, Commentary,and Letters to the Editor

Mail letters to; Paydirt, Box GG, Campus Station [Socorro, NM 87801].
Computer e-mail is also accepted at paydi/f[@nrm.edu]. Letters are welcome
from students, faculty, staff, and other concerned persons. All letters submitted
for printing must include the author's name and telephone number, although
names will be withheld on request. If the identity of the author cannot be verified,

the letter will not be printed. Paydirt reserves the right to edit all letters, and to
decide which letters are printed. Letters should primarily concern a current or

recent incident or situation related to Tech. Letters regarding controversial,
previously unprinted topics will not be printed in the last issue of any semester, in

order to permit timely responses from other concerned individuals.

Organ donation
encouraged on
college campus
PRESSRE1.EASE
Want to donate your kidney, liver
or heart?

For your fraternity,

I, personally, would be interested in seeing something new around here.
Campus dining is anything but a joyous experience. In fact, its one of the biggest
reasons I moved off campus. Believe me, I don't enjoy rushing home as fast as lean
so 1 can go to Purr's, cook dinner,scarf it down, and then rush back to work or class.

The four historically black univer
sities are working with Dow Chemical's
Ihke Initiative Program on Uans-

plantation to make black students more

information shows that blacks have the

highest rates of high blood pressure
and kidney failure among racial groups
and that they receive fewer transplants.

cards on market

littleor no selection at all. I've spoken to a numberofvegetarians that donoteatrmy
animaLproducts at all and have expressed this fact to campus dining administrators.

PRESS PPf EASE

vegetarians with the choice of changing their diet or eating alot ofsalad. Students are
having a serious problem with the food quality they receive.

It seems to me that campus dinings food quality is broken down into three
catagories. First, there is the caffeteria, the reason I moved off campus. This is
where the food quality is lowest. This shouldn't be surprising as the only people that
ever step in there are on-campus residents. Most of the food they serve is either cold
or merely lukewarm. Students quickly become numb to the food quality they are

redeving and individuals having the power to change the food quality never eat in the
caffeteria. As a result, on-campus residents continue to redeve little quality for the
$650 a semester they pay for meal plan.
—

o'wwujiaij., tK*ro tA Itza Pizza and the Canteen. Food quality 19 better here than

in the caffeteria. My suspidon is the food quality is better because more non-meal
planners eat at these places than at the caffeteria. Since Itza and the Canteen are

sources of income for campus dining, obviously more effort would be made to

Plea to Concerned
Fellows
This is in response to an article in the
last issue of Paydirt which described your
concerns and activities.

Obviously there's something about

which you feel strongly enough to take such
extreme action. I, and I suspect, others,

Scientist trading

I wouldn't mind food being prepared and served to me instantaneously, but I found
campus dining unbearable. And I'm not the only one. I know more people(on and
off campus) that complain about campus dining than about anything else, and I'm
sure they don't do it for fun or beauty. Students that chose to be vegetarians have
Yet vegetarian dishes are still made with chicken broth, eggs, etc., leaving strict

AMioiunir NO
WVHTMCMT ICaVIKfOl

A&M or Soi'tlic-T 'Jniversity, you may
soon have the chance.

tion about the need for donors. The

are we going to get something new?"

sorority, learn or other
campus orgaryization.

If you attend Howard University,
North Carolina A&X Prairie View

As part of the campaign, student
organizations are distributing informa

For those of you who don't already know,ARA's food contract is up for renewal.
The question everyone seems to be asking is, "Will ARAs be here next semester, or

.F O O L.

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

aware of a shortage of organ donors.

Witt ABA be here to stay?

RAISE $500...$1000...$1500

areveryinterestedtoknowwhatthatis. Is
there somethingwe should know? Is there
a danger, a crime of which we're not
aware?

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Einstein, Oppenheimer and the rest of
the world's greatest thinkers would
have loved this — scientist trading
cards.

At the Oregon Graduate Institute
of Science and Tfechnology, scientists
are receiving the same treatment as

professional baseball players.

I suggest that your efforts might be
better rewarded by publishing your griev
ances and, perhaps gathering some sup
port. If there's somethingwe should know,
you would be doing us ail a favor by inform
ing us. If,for some reason, you won't—or
can't — publish your statements, please

drop a note in my mailbox, #2139. Much
appreciation.
Jim Roberts

A new series of trading cards

features a photograph of a faculty

- a ccnssmed student

member on the front with a synopsis of

his or her specialtyon the flip side.
The school hopes the cards be
come coUectables. Orders for the cards

(no bubble gum included) have already

produce a higher quality product. Still, I would prefer to go to McDonalds than

come fonn several parents who say they

either of these places. Itza Pizza's are the only pizzas Tve ever seen put tomato

want them for their children.

wedges in their pizza sauce, and the sandwiches at the Canteen are generally stale,
the rule of thumb being you only buy what's prepackaged or must be cooked fresh.

Finally, there is the Quiet Lounge. From what I've heard (I've never had the
opportunity to eat there), the food quality is pretty good. Unfortunately, I don't find

this particularly surprising either. The Quiet Lounge, though open to anyone willing
to pay the $4,seems to be specifically geared towards faculty and staff members, the
very people that, if they screamed loud enough, could improve the food quality
students recieve.

However, the biggest problem I have with campus dining is that they don't seem
to try very hard to improve the quality of the food. The best meals I've ever had from
campus dining were during this fall's Orientation and this years President's Dance.

The food served was very good (although the rolls were hard and the coffee was cold),
and the atmosphere was quite enjoyable. I do believe, though, that the reason we
received such quality was because the Assistant Dean of Students and Marj Austin
were at the Orientation lunch and President Lattman was at the President's Dance

dinner. The point Fm trying to make is campus dining is quite capable of providing
high quality food when there is someone around to impress. But for the amount of
money students pay for campus dining,shouldn't we be impressed as well?
As the ARA contract comes up for renewal,I hope the committee designated to
make the decision keeps in mind the interests of the students. Students are receiving
a lower quality of food than they should be redeving for the amount of money they
pay. No one ejqiects miracles,just something edible.
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Sex still popular
in colleges

Talking Tech table topics
by Dawn Thatcher

PAYDtKT STAFF REPORTER
Black is the color we wear at

midterms. It reflects feelings of injustice
towards negative test scores, genius
curve breakers, and one hour labs that

take four hours to get out of and several
mv,ni'is t<.. write up.

classmen," said on Freshman suspidous- campus celebrity iook-a-likes (Hey! Is
iy looking over both shoulders before that Stephen Segal? I don't know. I
continuing, "All they do is study. It can't see, Elvis is in the way!), and
speculations on the meaning of life(Like
makes me wonder."
"Yeah," agreed another with a look

only unoccupied table without gum and

Kinsey Institute for Sex Research at

"I don't know guys," said a third, cups stuck under iL)
No wonder certain people are
"but maybe that's why they're upper-

Indiana University, students these days

of concern,"It's just not natural."

"I can't decide... which would be a

more effective means of death; 5N of

That's mean. I'm not a mean person. I'
force applied to the index finger at an
promise. The lettuce made me do it.
There's only so many identical meals in a

row (salad, salad, salad...) that can be
eaten before becoming the Anti-Dawn.
So I eat croutons and complain. I
admit it. As a forced vegetarian and
Right to Sigh advocate, I feel it is my
bound duty to warn you of certain
tragedies in life like post-meal heart
attacks and sidewalk sprinkler on
slaughts (Weir 7:30 nightly) before you
have a chance to discover them on you
own. Besides. I'l) have you know I don't
always complain. I eavesdrop too.

"I don't know about these upper-

PRESS B Ft FASE
According to a recent study by the

why are we here? Because, dude, its the

overwhelmed by the levels ofintelligence
classmen ..."
Speaking of grievances, it has been
Though that's an incredible insight, floating through the lunch line. I am.
said that one Paydirt writer quote,"Does
survival at this college of stressful That's why I spy. Spying reduces the
nothing but complain!" I resent that...
technology is only a mere 80% trial by number of feet in my mouth at a given
I mean, Hmmm ... I wonder who that
tests and homework; the other 20% moment. Having super ears enables me
could be? Me?! What... do I just look
to repeat the words of confident others
comes from creative dinner conversa
guilty? Do I look like the kind of
tion. (And in my case, superstrenglh as opposed to blurting out, "I always
stressed female that would hit someone
thought Captain Kirk was a geek. His
hearing.)
causing a disturbance during my pow
Statistics show that students tending shirts are loo tight and green is just not
dered bean burrilo and neon yellow jello
to not show up for the Spring semester his color."
dinner? A cafeteria poll says,"YES!"
Though eavesdropping has its sur
do so because they are unable to discuss
I am both hurt and insulted. If I
vival benefits, bionic ean are not always
such meaningful topics as:
wanted to get even with a person who,
"Dude, in the originalJawj, did welcome. I hear a lot of things I'd rather
say,just pegged me with hominy, the last
Jaws bite only one leg off that swimming not. The other day, my stomach kept
thing I'd do is waste my mighty biceps.
chick so that she bled and got the shark saying,"Ach! Stress!" I said,"Shut up,"
"So kind of you to share your food,"
so excited that it ate the rest of her, or fed it some Rolaids, and heard it feel
I would say. "Do have some of my
better. Unfortunately, this doesn't work
did it eat her all in one chew..
radioactive Jello and super gaseous bean
powder, I insist." That's not violent.

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

angle of 307* perpendicular to the

victims appendix or 20 Vivarins and a
midterm?"

"The finger!"
"The midterm!"

"A trip to the community bathroom
after earty morning steam showers and
post evening enchiladas!"
"NO DOUBT!!!"

Tfcch dinner discussions cover every

thing from basic Star TYek trivia, world
collegiate hunger, and peace on the
Simpsons to concerns about the con
servation of decent grades, comments on

for all auditory armttyances.
The Sounds of Sniffles (Tbmer and

are anything but starved for sex.

Yep, the study shows—stop the
pressesi-r-th't most students c»
campuses are having lots of sex these
days.

A survey of 651 undergraduate
men and women showed that 81% of

the men and 75% of the women were

not virgins; that the average age for
both sexes' first sexual experience was
17, and that students spend an average
of two nights a week with their sexual
partners.

The study also showed that 50% of
the men and 36% of the women had sex

with someone they just met and that,
on the average, students had two onenight stands in 1990.

Buller), for instance, can never be
silenced, not in October anyway. I have
decided there is nothing worse than
sitting next to Mr. I-Have-A-Cold-But-

Gee-No-KIeencx. On a bad day, I can
hear every cough, sniff, and wheeze in a

The Student Association is looking
for a secretary. Must be responsible
student, have at least a vague i
urrderstanding of Roben's Rules and ,

7 row radius along with sounds of

Interleaf, or be able ro acquire such j

liberated germ products floating through

skills quickly.

the air and into my lungs.
Cough! Cough! I can feel them

correspondence, minutes, posting

now. Oristhaitherumbleofaspyvictim
stampede up my front dorm steps? It
kind of sounds like black is the color they
want to make my eyeballs. I'd better go.
In fact,I think I hear my mother calling.

signs, etc.; will work 10 to 14 hours

per week. Pay will be set by the SA

Senate. Contaa Tom Jones or Amy
Koemer,-5217, by Friday, NovembCT

15, for more information or to apply.
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Glenn's Movie Reviews:

»

Highlander 2 is an error in movie making
Frankie and Johnny portrays the darker side of romance

o

0«0«0«0e0«0«0«0«0«0«0«0«0«0«090«0«0*0«0«0«0«0«
by Glenn LaVigne
PAYDCBT STAFF REPORTER

ments, Zeistians are apparently very un

actor, to do this movie. My guess is the

an ex-con, is thtruew short-order cook at,,

the diner who islmniediately attracted to
director held his family hostage some
clear of the concept.
Once this vital piece of background where under pain of death. Even then her. From that beginning, the plot is very
Once,in the far distant past, a fellow is explained, the movie is off and running. I'm not sure doing this movie was worth it predictable; but incase your brain dead or
film critic remarked that a picture he had TWo assassins, who are punk rockers with on Cannery's part After all, he could have missed the last seventy years of
seen was so bad, "that it did for the flying surfboards, swords, and laser guns always have more children.
movie making, I won't give anymore
movies what Jonestown Kool-Aid did for are sent to Earth to kill McQoud. They
On to an entirely different type of away.
kids'drinks." In a similar vein,ffigWond- fail, instead making McCloud immortal niavie,TtamclyFrankieandJohnny. There
There is not much more to say about
er 2 docs for movies what the KKK does again. Tiiis prompts the leader of the are certain movies, such as When Harry the movie. The supporting characters are
for interracial harmony.
planet Zeist to decide he has to personal Met Salfy, Say Anything, or The Princess for the most part background caricatures
This movie gives new meaning to the ly come to Earth and kill McQoud, who Bride, that leave one with an intense and are never really developed. A1
word "bad." I mean. Lord, this movie incidentally was about to die of old age desire to go out and find a significant Pacino goes through his lines with his
wasn't good.
anyway until this nimrod sent back the other to share a few romantic ni^ts with. normal stoic delivery. One never can
Highlander 2 opens by showing assassins who's only accomplishment was This movie is similar, just taken to a figure out if his character is happy and
how the ozone layer has disappeared, to make McQoud immortal again.
further extreme. Frankie and Johnrty wiser than everyone else or if Johnny is
leaving the Earth a barren, scorched
There is more to the plot, involving leaves one with an intense desire to go just as depressed and better able to hide
wasteland. McCloud, former immortal such things as a maximum security prison out and marry someone, anyone, to avoid it. Michelle Pfeiffer does a much better
and hero of both movies,saves the day by one can just walk into, a sword that being alone the rest of your life.
job with her character. Frankie is hurt,
inventing a shield to cover the entire appears out of nowhere,a subway car that
Frankie and Johnny is a love story. depressed, and withdrawn, and it radiates
Earth and keep out those nasty UV rays. goes 500 mph,not to mention a good dose Not a romantic, feel warm and fuzzy love through to the audience. Pfeifrer has a
This is not too bad; a bit hok^,but there of old-fashioned magic. It would take too story, but a gritty, grubby love story. As history of playing exotic, sesy characters,
are Star Hek episodes with worse prem long to explain how all these things are an example, consider the first fifteen here she successfully tones that image
ises. the first taste of the horror awaiting supposed to go together; besides, trying minutes of this film. In that time, one down; her character here is the type you
the unsuspecting audience comes in the to remember the logic behind these plot character hires a prostitute to sleep with would expect to be sening in a family
next scene, when the movie jumps to the devices gives me an intense headache.
him (just sleep), another admits her life is diner.
(Note; stop reading this review at this
One other thing must be mentioned, a putrid hell, and one character dies of
If you want to propose/ be proposed
time if you want to retain any respect at namefy Sean Cannery's character, who if loneliness. Cheerfulness is just not in to, I suggest you first take your signfficant
all for the first movie.) planet Zeisl. Yes, you were paying attention, will remember great abundance here.
other to see this movie. If you are over
that is correct, the planet Zeist.
The plot is relativelysimple. Frankie thirty and currently, hopelessly single,
did successfully die in the first movie.
According to Highlander 2, all the Well, he comes back to life in this movie, (Michelle Pfeiffer) is a waitress at a only see this movie ifyou have the suicide
immortals from the first were in fact pretty much for no apparent reason semi-classy diner in New York City. She prevention hotline number programmed
exiled rebels from the planet Zeist. It except to die again. Connery does deliver has suffered at the hands of her former into your phone memory. For everyone
turns out that the penalty for leading a the few relatively gooa scenes the movie loves and has given up on dating. For her else, this is a well-made movie with a
rebellion on planet Zeist is to be made has, which is actually saying nothing life has been reduced to ordering a pizza literate plot line. Just don't expect to
immortal and sent away from desolate considering this movie. The big mystery and watching rented videos on her new come out of it whistling.
Zeist to the lush green Earth, where one

can live like a God. In terms of punish

hor^JM».«ttJ!v.Slnt.coinp»ny.monoged to-

- VCR, that ia if anyone could Beutc out

..—^^Laaiejpfe.er^ZeisUpelled
"get Qonneiy, who is a relatively good how to hookit up. Johnny rAn^cmo).'

back-
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Dead professor
was a bigamist
rni I.pr.F. prrss SERVICE

PRESS RELEASE
As if Stanford University hadn't

Vandalism at library causes concern
Tuition more

by Lcann M. Giebler
PAYDIRT STAFF REPORTER

than pocket

In the less than two months since

the new library opened, vandals have
destroyed, or stolen over $400 worth of
Tech Library property. This destruction
has led to a proposed security system and

change

been handling enough problems of its
own, up popped three—no, one—more

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

After pediatrics professor and

• PRESSRELEASE
Employees at the bursar's office at

less freedom for students and study
groups who use the library.

lung transplant researcher Norman

the University of Colorado recently got

Lewiston died in August, a local news

paper ran his obituary, which named

a shock when a student pushed a
wheelbarrow into the office filled to

limited to the theft of plastic signs
around the" library and the removal of the

his widow.

overflowing with quarters and pen-

Shortly after the obituary ran,
another woman called the Stanford

nies-$1.134 to be exact.

last month.

Medical School to tell officials she was
Lewiston'swidow.

The money? One year's tuition.
The wheelbarrow driver was in a defi
nite I'm-angry-and-I'm-not-go-

The first repwrts of vandalism were

to ail of the machines were changed as a

precautionary measure. Both of these
thefts are stUi under investigation by
campus police.

According to Sharon Scott, Circula
tion Department Supervisor, several
security companies from Albuquerque
will visit the library and give estimates on
security tystems. These security systems
will

have

motion

detectors

in

the

stairwells and surveillance cameras that

give both stiJl images and a continual
"Fire Exit Only" signs on the fire exit record of activities. The new system
doors. The plastic signs are attached to could be installed by the end of this
the walls by industrial double-sided tape, semester or during Christmas break.
and when they were removed, part of the

Some students may have noticed

waUs were torn down with them. When

that the study rooms on the ground level

the "Fire Exit" signs were removed

are now locked at all times. You can use

Diego nurse, had filed for divorce just anymore," read a sign taped to the side

patrons mistakenly tried to use the fire
exits instead of using the stairs. When a
fire exit is opened, an alarm sounds at

a room if you trade your ID for a key at
the front desk. This procedure has
developed because of vandalism in and

one month before Lewiston died.

the front desk, and a library employee

around the rooms.

must go to investigate. About a month
ago,alarms were installed on the fire exit
doors so that patrons are alerted when
they open the wrong door.

students will be more responsible if they
are easily identifiable. Further, some

More recently,vandals have gone as

persons using the room, and can only be
used after an agreement has been signed

Finally, a few weeks later, a third
wife was discovered-the woman, a San

ing-to-take-it-anymore kind of
mood. "It's just not pocket change
of the wheelbarrow.

An investigation by school officials

The angry student was William

found that Lewiston married his third

Roberts, a senior who said the stunt

wife two years ago, his second wife five was a symbolic gesture to inform the
years ago and his first wife in 1960, with regents that tuition, which just rose 7%,
whom he had three children.
The third wife had told reporters

is becoming a real problem for stu
dents.

she thought he had divorced his first

RoberU said

the

money was

wrapped in paper wrappers to allow for
While attorneys sort out the mess easy counting by the busaris office

two wives.

in terms of Lewiston's estate, Stanford

employees.

officials are looking into another oddity.
, ,
An audit uncovered a previously
unknown bank account in which Lewis-

ton deposited reimbursed research

far as to steal the courtesy phone from
the libraiy lobby as well as approximately

It is hoped that

rooms must be reserved a week in

advance, have a minimum number of

vending machine. Less than a week after

and submitted to the libraiy staff for
approval.
Ms. Scott has asked that any

the courtesy phone was reported mis

students with information on the thefts

$400 form the automated copy card

sing, it was mysteriously returned.
Library staff members assume that a
student or patron has access to a key for
the Vendacoder, and were able to empty
the machine. As of this writing, the locks

and/or vandalism please contact the

library. Because this problem ,has
escalated, the library is willing to press
charges for any damage or security
violation.

funds.

Police Blotter
by Jason Coder
CAMPUS POUCE CORRESPONDEbTT

On the afternoon of October 13, a

bicycle was reported stolen from Dris-

(DonTBe disappointed...

coll Hall

On the evening of October 14, a
report was received of a homemade
eitplosive device being set off south of
South Hall. A report was made, and the

'Bookjjour Holiday travelearlyiI

bomb casing recovered.

Early on the morning of October
18, an officer observed an individual

running with a container through the
Swim Center parking lot Upon seeing
the officer, the individual dropped the
container and fled. The officer recov

ered a cooler, which was later claimed
by the owner at Campus Police. Also on

the I8th, unknown persons broke into
the Budwelser truck at Macey Center.
The individuals fled the scene, having

taken one beer keg, and abandonning
one under the truck. An intoxicated

individual was later apprehended by a
Macey Center employee for attempting
to remove the Bud Light keg under the
truck.

On the evening of October 19, a
bicycle was reported stolen from the

ra(^ at Driscoll Hail.
On the morning of October 20, an
individual was arrested outside of Dris

coll Hall for public intoxication. Later

on the same day, a report was made of
tools stolen from the camper shell of a
pickup. The tolls were later recovered

Qoing ^Places travel

and returned to owner.

On

October 27, the courtesy

phone in the lobby of the new library
was stolen by unknown person or per
sons.

On the afternoon of October 29,

Campus Police were advised of a
break—in at the Kirkland Building in

the R&ED compound. Five Mark 75
telescopes were stolen. The case is still
under investigation.

CallSitiita IBudding
703 Liles Street
SocoTTOj
87801

Telephom(505)833-1060
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from the desk of TomJones^

Grades—givers and receivers
inflation, pay raises, and demonic professors.

Ri^mbling^ from

vic^wpoinl of ^nmt^body who's bp«*n there and nn't <]iiite •jure why.

Every student has had a professor late teaching s^les as Jong as they students feel that they need to learn
who said "Don't worry about your grades approximate slight reasonableness.
something in the class (like if the class is
in this class—they're just a formality we
But grades are much easier to regu a pre-requisite for another required
have to tolerate."
late, and in some classes, grades are class), or if the prof is especially good.
And every student has had a good regulated. In introductory lab classes like But students aiways avoid a professor
laugh every time they hear that state Chemistry and Biology, somebody with a with a reputation for giving out Ds like
ment.
clue looks at the grades for each class and dentists give out ioUypops. ("See you
A lot of professors would probably raises questions when a TA decides to back soon!")
prefer not to have to give grades. It's not flunk an entire section.
The Tech rumor mill is one of the
easy to have to say that one student
But the obvious reason that this is most exciting things here. There's practi
deserves a B, while another deserves a C. done is that it is absolutely, fundamental cally nothing, be it true or false, that you
In the class that I teach, determining ly necessary, and that there would be can't find out from the rumor mill.
which grades are given to what perfor frequent bloody riots on campus were it There's just enough people at Tfech that
mance is the most armoying part of the not done. When TAs are imported from there are plenty of rumors, and there's
job.
all over the world, and aren't familiar just few enough people so that everybody
But there are few things more im with the English language, let alone the can hear the same rumors. Any vaguely
portant than grades to any student. American grading system, it would be concerned student forming his schedule
(Things like criminal records may occa pathetic arrogance to assume that they pumps the mill for all available informa
sionally obscure the importance applied would all arbitrarily approach anything tion concerning any choices he can make.
to academic records, but most students remotely close to equitable grading
Word has it that one Tfech depart
don't have to worry about such prob amongst themselves.
ment some yeais ago refused to identify
lems.)
In some ways, it is unfortunate that any of its professors teaching classes for
Grades are what gets you a scholar most professors understand that a D is which there were multiple sections. This
ship (or loses it). Grades are what gets worse than an A. I have never heard any polity was obviously enacted to force
you into Gcad school, or what gets you a professors chatting with each other about students to enroll in classes with terrible •
job. If your GPA is above the various grade distributions, let alone a depart
professors, and the policy was probably
magic numbers (3.0 being the most popu
ment attempting to see that comparable advocated by those terrible professors.
lar); you are regarded as being intelligent; performance earns comparable grades.
My response to such a policy would

should be squished under a curve,as I had
learned in my class.

One big problem with coming to
Tfech is going to Grad school. In the Real
World, there is this phenomenon called
grade inflation. Similar to economic
infiat) j.n, grade inflation affects some
places more than others. Tfech appears to
be relatively immune to this phenome
non, in that somebody graduating from
New Mexico Tfech in science with a 3.5

GPA is a certifiable genius. At some
schools, anybody with half a clue can get
a 35.

I've been told that, in order to be

considered for the University of Mary

land Graduate Computer Science pro
gram, you need a 3.6 undergraduate
GPA. According to the Registrar's office,
during the last five years, 112 students
graduated in CS, and of them, 16 had
GPAs of 3.60 or above. While few Tech

students are very interested in the Univer
sity of Maryland per se, these facts
combine to represent but one data point
on an alarming curve.

An open-admission school such as a
big university needs to let any bloke off

ifyour GPA is below that number, you are

Some professors give out higher

be to take as few classes in such a

the street with a dozen brain ceils in his

regarded as an imbecilic troglodyte. Your
GPA has a very great deal to do with your
success in life. Telling students that
grades aren't important ("GPA is just a

grades than others. Some give out more

department as possible regardless of

As and Fs than Cs, and others give most
of their students Cs, and As and Fs are

whether or not the classes are interesting.
I still foUow such an embargo against the

noggin pass with at least a marginal GPA.
But Tfech feels no compunction about

both as rare as students on weekend meal

non-TC Humanities department, be

other schools with less rigorous pro

number") is like telling professors that

plan.

cause they refused to accept my Ad

grams. Just graduating from Tech in any

salaries aren't important ("just a'num-

vanced Placement American History

field is by no means a trivial accomplish

berC).

And most professors do give out
reasonable grade distributions. Certain

credit, and are the only department on

One professor complained at a Fac
ulty Council meeting last Spring that

ly, the monster 80-person sections of
introductory Geology or Psychology are

campus not to give real credit for AP
exams. (And I quote; "Ifyou lake a class

ment. (Including the Business Adminis
tration program—I've never heard of any
other school requiring two semesters of

modi^nng the incoming transfer credit

reasonably graded. The number of stu

grades policy would lend too much impor
tance to something as unimportant as
grades. As a student receiving grades

dents is high enough-tft represent s-

a second time, you'll learn at least one
marefitct," said a Humanities professor at

reasonable statistical sample. (Besides,if

my freshman registration. I never have

And don't feel that schools with

half of one of those classes failed, the

and never will take a class from that

grade inflation will bend their admission

number of students dropping out would

crank.)

rules—those schools are usually the big

from such folks, I was shocked.

Grades are of paramount impor
tance to those who receive them and yet

often of trivial importance to those who
give them.
Most every student has taken or not
taken a particular class or section because
of the professor teaching it. One demon
ic professor I've encountered in the

Physics department, for instance, is
avoided like the plague by students not
because of his leaching style, but because

this, and feels free to send its drop-outs to

physics, chemistry, and calculus for a
Business degree.)

seriously affect the school's enrollment,

Professors could solve a lot of the

gest schools, and thus, the most inflexible

and consequently, income. Grading in
equities are not a constant egregious

inequitable grading problem by looking

when it comes to any policies.
Thus, a Tech student applying to a

problem at Tech, but are nonetheless

present all the time and do hurt those
involved.

at the evaluations they give. Dr. Demon
could discover that he gives out ten limes

graduate program (or applying for a job)

as many Ds as Dr. Delight, and perhaps

is placed at a severe disadvantage to a

they could both adjust their grade dis

student coming from a school that has

Fortunately, students can provide

tributions. But not unless they acmally

some feedback. The teacher surveys are

compared the grades they give.
One piece of particular irony comes

suffered grade inflation. (Or, perhaps,
enjoyed would be a better term.) It takes

the most obvious method; in most depart
ments they affect the merit pay raises

an especially on-the-ball application evaiuator to realize that getting a 3.0 at the

faculty get. Bui, in lean times like these

from a professor I once had. He is the
only professor I've had at Tfech who
applied a traditional bell curve to my

significant than getting a 3.9 at Bonehead

grades to even highly industrious and

when the state legislature provides no
money for faculty raises, the difference

ciass, forcing students' grades to follow a

intelligent students.

between a 1.8% raise and a 2.5% raise is

predetermined distribution. But, at an

University.
There's not much that Tech could do

rather trivial. One could hope that
professors could get a clue if students

Institute Senate meeting, this professor

in response to other schools' grade infla

partment chairs like to think. Student X

vigorously complained that he felt that

tion except inflate grades here, and I for

performing at Level Y in Qass Z is going

wrote "Your grading sucks!" on evalua
tions, but evaluations are all written

his department shouldn't have to have a
specified average number of merit points

one don't support that. But professors

to get an A from Professor A, a B from

of his propensity to give out horrible

No matter what professors or de

Professor B, and a C from Professor C. before grades are given out.
The only substantial feedback that
Some professors give overall lower grades
than others; others grade on entirely students have in this day and age is at
different bases.

There's no way to effectively regu

Wilt

for faculty pay raises—if all the profs

were good, they should all get high raises,
he felt. Students, on the other hand,

Albert Einstein Institute may be more

could pay a great deal more attention to
their grading distributions, and come to
the realization that, no matter what they
say, grades do matter.

registration. Students select profs on the
basis of how well they teach only if the
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doing cool products?"
.DJtl /^a»,scs

-Bill Gates , Newsweek. ki^.,r
May 21.1990

During the frenzy of the recruiting season, when
you can't remember which high-tech company has

made which high-flying promise, take a break.
Stop by your personal computer retailer. Scan
the shelves. You'll find Microsoft is the company
consistently marketing breakthrough products.
As a System Support Engineer you'll wel
come the chance to use both your communication

and technical skills to their fullest. Interacting
with third-party developers and writing sample
code. You'll contribute from day one.

While you're working, you'll become an
expert on a system such as MS-DOS®, LAN Man-

ager, SQL Server, Windows'""" Software Develop
ment Kit, or an application such as Excel,
Microsoft Works or Word. You'll help set new
standards of quality customer service for

Microsoft's outstanding software products.
If you're about to graduate with a Bachelor's
degree in Computer Science, Electrical Engineer
ing, Math, Physics or a related discipline this is
definitely the way to go. We'd like to talk with
you at our Information Session.

We are an equal opportunity employer and
are working toward a more culturally diverse
workplace.

Microsoft
Information Session

Monday, November 18,1991 • 6:30 pm

Public Meeting Room, New Libraiy
See >our Cureer Center for more details.
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Astro Projections

Professors win

state lottery
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Your future presented by someone who really knows.
Aries (March 21—April 20): Your feet will swell dramaticaUy
•around the 23rd, and your breath will smell of garlic. After
your friends discwn you, you will move to Tibet and become a
monk, until you discover that th^ hate you, too. You will
return just in time for Thanksgiving, where you will get a wish
bone stuck in your throat.
Taurus (April 2i20): You will be deluged by romantic
suitors for the next month,but they will ail be morons. In your
attempts to evade them, you will get an unlisted telephone

number,but will eventually be forc^ to change your name to
"Phrobat Klustor." With a name like that, nobody calls you for
fear they will mispronounce it
Gemini (May 21—^June 21): While hunting snipes later this
month, you fall into a mine shaft. You discover gold, but have
to live for a week on tin and mud before being discovered by
Sormy Bono, whose car broke down. He sings to you as you
walk the 20 miles back to civilization together. You then get a
new job rewinding video tapes for Circle-K.
Cancer (June 22—^July 22): You will wake up next Hiesday
believing that you are a member of the opposite sex. Upon
discovering that you have nothing to wear,your nose will bleed.
You will confess your gender change to Jehovah's Witnesses
whoanrve at your door. They convince you to undergo hypno
sis therapy,and you are cured.
Leo (July 23—August 22): You will be abducted by aliens
tomorrow morning at dawn. Uiey will remove samples of your
brain, and replace them with potted meat product You will
then go on to discover the Grand Unified TTieoiy and win the
Nobel Physics Prize in 1992. Soon afterward, you will fall into a

Libra (Sept 23—October 22): You will be riding on Interstate

25 when a large Army surplus sandbag will fall out of the sky
and demolish your vehicle. You will swerve into a ditch, hit a
telephone pole, and spend the rest of your life paying off the
suit AT&T will hit you with for interfering with their transmis
sion lines.

Scorpio (October 23—November 22): Your residence will be

PRESSPPtEASE

How can you solve your universi
ty's budget woes? Win the lottery.
That's what a group of professors
at Florida Atlantic University thought
as they watched the Stale Lotto jackpot
grow to $88 million. They saw their
department's salvation written on
ping-pong balls to be drawn October

flooded with turpentine as the result of a pipeline leak. While
your pet cat will lose all its fur, you wit! discover that mixing 26.
Physics professors Ferdinando
turpentine and milk produces a miracle elixir that cures bald
ness. After replacing Ron Popeil as president of Ronco you will Medina and Sam Faulkner wrote the
contributors' pledge on a piece of
lose the 1992 Presidential race to A^ter Mondale.
Sagittarius (November 23—Dccembo'21): You will wake up paper—"It just said that if we won, we
would give the money to the universi

stranded on an iceberg in the middle of the Atlantic ocean,

along with four Norwegian ax-murderers. Eventually, you will
be rescued by a passing barge carrying nuclear waste, and will
become infertile. You sue the barge company but your lawyer
turns out to be on their side, so you lose.
Capricorn (December 22—^January 19): You will lose twenty

ty's College of Science," Medina said.
Sixty—eight
people
donated

money to the lottery pool which bought
about 300 tickets.

beat

In the end, the astronomical odds
the charitable motivation—the

pounds overnight, but will find them the next day on your group had six winning tickets worth

doorstep. Upon having your photo printed on the front page of about a total of $100. Still, the $200
the fVeddy UbHd News as being a hermaphroditic Elvis clone, cumulative loss didn't stop the profes

you will join the Marines to run awayfrom the publicity and will sors form thinking about a repeat

lead an invasion of Canada.

performance.

Aquarius (January 2(1—February 18): You will be elected
governor of Louisiana due to a technicality, and promote eco

"If the lottery pot gets big enough
again," Medina says, "we may try

nomic growth through toaster sales and kudzu exports. After again."
serving your term, you will be declared legally dead through
Florida Atlantic is just one of the
another technicality. You will then become the next leader of Florida state schools hard hit by budget

huge vat of road tar.

Lithuania because of your typing abilities,

>1rgo (August 23—September 22): Large talking rodents will
af^ar in your shower,and will terrifyyou until you realize that
they can do your homework for you. Once your professor
discovers that it is not your handwriting, you leave the shower
on and drown the rodents, but their ghosts haunt you for the
next seven years. You will then be Investigated by Geraldo.'

nsccs (February 19—Mardi 20): You will receive an electric
Just two days afier the lottery
shock when your heater is grounded to your bed This will erase drawing, the school's president an

aD your memory, and you wake up tomorrcw uncertain hew you nounced that about 115 fall classes
got to Socono. You
attempt to leave, but P-Plant employees would be cancelled because of budget
have welded your door shut You esca^ by flushing yourself problems. He added that 73 of tiie
down your toilet
classes had no students enrolled during
advanced registration.

Undergraduate
scholarships

lay
Yomo Toro e su Conjunto play
during 49ers
,.
Yomo Toro and his conjunto or jumping out of their seats
ats and dancmg
dandng in
m

group appeared in Macey Center on

Friday, October 18, during 49ers.

Acclaimed as an internationally re

..I• futhe aisles of the auditorium.
num. At
Atfirstthis
first,
this
,,
u.

caught Toro and his band
ndbysurpnse,
by surprise, but
but
they seemed to be enjoying
joymg themselves
more after people started
te dancing.
cing.

nowned group,Yomo Toro e su Conjun
to played mostly Puerto Rican folk music
The band, in addition
tion to the
t e cuatro,
called the jibaro, and some catchy salsa featured bass guitar, bongos,
ngos, congo^
congos,
and merengue tunes. The focus of the
group, of course, was Ibro's instrument,

the cuatro.

This instrument, whose

precursor had four strings (therefor the

name cuatro, meaning four),is very close
to the guitar, and has five pairs of steel
strings that are tuned in pairs.
The evening started out the wrong
way, as the concert was delayed half an
hour due to a mix up between Ibro's
manager and the people in Macey

Center on how many amps were needed.
When the concert got under way, it was
Tbro who put his cuatro at full volume

and took off on a solo, in an improvised
show of skill.

As the audience and

cuts.

available
OAK RIDGE UNIVERSrnis

PRESS RELEASE

A controversial group of under
ground feminists has been making mid
night strikes on fraternity houses at the

tered by Oak Ridge Associated Univer-

bara to protest sexist treatment of

Sjronsored by the U.S. Depart-

jities, the scholarships are designated
those students interested in pursucareers in enviroruDental restora-

orwaste management(ER/WM).

Applicants must be U.S. citizens

overshadowed the other instruments.

ther instruments.

cujjgntly pursuing an Associate of

The flute was splendid,
1, yet could rarely

Science or Bachelor of Science degree

be heard, unless the cuatro
atroandbasswere
and bass were

full time. The Environmental Restora-

not playing. The congos
mgos player was

tion/ ^A^te Management Scholarship
program includes full payment of tu-

perhaps the least important
xirtant person of

the group was the most
»st exciting. Nina
Toro, Yomo's wife, who
tio played percus
percussion, was singing andd showing some

r members of the

dance moves the other members of the

of.
_
players watched, one person was not at band could only dream' 0^'
brmance was dis
disOverall, this perfonnance
ease — the lead vocalist of the group,
e concert showed
Dalia Silva, who paced around frantical appointing. The entire
ly awaiting her entrance. As the evening no contrast or variety. Everything pretty
ne. This, coupled
wore on, thjs prima donna singer was much sounded the same.
aJ attitude of the
apparently, throughly disgusted with the with the unprofessional
;reeter damper to
sound level of her microphone, com lead singer, added a greeter
plaining that it was not loud enough. the performance. Onet would hope that
■s like Yomo Tbro
Actually, the problem was with the great indJvidual players
ibcrs in
in the
the band
band
musicians who refused to turn down and some of the members
lility and grace in
their instruments so she could be heard. would show more humili^

Silva's attitude problem was so apparent, their performances. They
hey could all learn

ition and fees at a DOE-approved
institution, a $600 monthly stipend, and
a three-month practicum assignment at
a DOE facility engaged in environmen-

University of California at Santa Bar
women.

The anonymous women plaster
posters on fences and signs, tack up

graphic

pornographic

pictures

of

women with captions such as "this is
how fraternities see you," and spray-

paint angry messages in their wake.
The organization, which calls itself
the "Creative Underground Network
of Thithfu) Sisters," struck for the first

time last spring and has held candle

light vigils to celebrate the death of
sexism. The group's message may elicit

sympathy among students, but its meth
ods are controversial.

tal restoration and waste management,

"They are no more than common

Selection is based on academic

criminals," said a spokesperson for Phi
Kappa Psi, the only fraternity to file a

performance, recommendations, background, and a statement of career goals

^jy

applicant. The competition is

nationwide although four-year institutions and two-year institutions will

compete in separate categories.
Schoiarsh^ applications are being
taken through Januaiy 31, 1992, and
awards will be announced in May 1992.

For applications or more information
contact Peggy Gfcson, Environmental
Reetoration/V^^ste Management Schol-

arship Program, Oak Ridge Associated

that after another complaint, a disgusted
member of the audience yeUed out "IPs

a lesson from Nina Tbro,
iro, who exempli
exemplified the fact that one does
does not
not have
have to
to

Univeisities,

loud enough!"

have a large role or be very
very important
important to
to

Ridge. TN 37831-0117, or call (615)

Silva's unaitistic behavior, however, make a significant contribution
intrihutian to the
did not inhibit audience members from entire group.

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

TWenty-five scholarships are avail,, ,
^j .
able for undergraduate
students raajor.
.
inz m engineenng and science disct-

like the cuatro, was
s too
too loud
loud and
and

and loud and soft rhythms.
fthms. Ironically,

attacks frats

PRESS RELEASE

Dute, and a variety
' of background
percussion instruments.
5. The bass guitar,

particularly impressive, demonstrating a
remarkable range of fast
st yet light playing

Feminist group

Sdence/En^eering

Educatkm Division, P.O. Box 117, Oak
57^9278.

formal complaint After the prosecu

tion process was explained, the frater
nity decided to drop the charges.
Others, however, feel the aggres
sive group is making a strong message
for women. "They are getting the job
done," says Dan HilldaJe, a staff writei
who has followed the group in the Daily

Nexus, the UCSB newspaper. "Sexism
is deepty ingrained at this school."

